LIST OF INSTITUTIONS WITH AFFILIATION AGREEMENTS

1. Albert Einstein College of Medicine
2. Baylor College of Medicine
3. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
4. Central Michigan
5. Christiana Care
6. Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons
7. Donald & Barbara Zucker SOM Hofstra/Northwell
8. Emory University School of Medicine
9. George Washington University SOM
10. Georgetown University School of Medicine
11. Good Samaritan Hospital Medical Center (Catholic Health Services of Long Island)
12. Harvard Medical School
13. Hospital for Special Surgery
14. Icahn School of Medicine
15. John Hopkins
16. Kaiser Permanente Northern Region
17. Keck SOM of U So California
18. Loma Linda University (requires renewal 6/30/2021)
19. Louisiana State University School of Medicine in New Orleans
20. Maimonides Medical Center
21. Medical College of Wisconsin
22. Medical University of South Carolina COM
23. Memorial Sloan Kettering
24. NCH - Healthcare
25. New York Medical College SOM
26. New York University SOM & Winthrop Hospital
27. Pennsylvania State U COM
28. Ralph Lauren Center for Cancer at MSKCC
29. Renaissance School of Medicine (Stonybrook University)
30. Rowan University (Cooper)
31. Rush Medical College of Rush University Medical Center
32. Rutgers New Jersey Medical School
33. Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
34. Sidney Kimmel Medical College at Thomas Jefferson
35. Stanford
36. Stroger J. Hospital Cook County (John H.)
37. SUNY Downstate Medical Center
38. SUNY Upstate Medical Center Syracuse & Binghamton
39. Tulane University SOM
40. University of Alabama
41. University at Buffalo, (Jacob School of Medicine)
42. University of California Davis
43. University of California Irvine School of Medicine
LIST OF INSTITUTIONS WITH AFFILIATION AGREEMENTS Continued

44. University of California, San Diego School of Medicine
45. University of California, San Francisco
46. University of Chicago/Pritzker
47. University of Colorado School of Medicine
48. University of Connecticut School of Medicine
49. University of Maryland School of Medicine
50. University of Nevada Las Vegas, SOM
51. University of Pennsylvania (Perelman)
52. University of Virginia SOM
53. Wake Forest
54. Wayne State University SOM
55. Weill Cornell Medicine
56. Yale University School of Medicine

INITIATING AFFILIATION AGREEMENTS (no guarantee they can be established)

1. Albany*
2. Boston*
3. Cleveland Clinic - Akron
4. Geisinger
5. Einstein Medical Center*
6. Houston Methodist
7. Howard University
8. Louisiana State University SOM Shreveport*
9. Northwestern University Feinberg SOM
10. Oregon Health & Science SOM
11. Temple University
12. Texas A&M HSC COM
13. Texas Tech University HSC School of Medicine - Lubbock
14. Tufts*
15. University of Arkansas
16. University of Arizona - Phoenix
17. University of Florida
18. University of Massachusetts
19. University of Oklahoma
20. University of Texas HSC San Antonio Long SOM
21. University of Texas McGovern Medical School
22. University of Texas Southwestern Medical School
23. University of Texas Austin Dell SOM
24. Vanderbilt*
25. Warren Alpert Brown University*

*agreement can be initiated only after a student has been accepted for an elective
NO AGREEMENT but Independent Malpractice might be possible

1. Brooklyn Hospital
2. Creighton
3. Drexel
4. Kaiser Permantente Southern Region
5. Henry Ford (host may provide)

NO AGREEMENT/ NO Electives 2021-22

1. Duke
2. Montefiore/Nyack
3. White Memorial